To: Customers of the Folding Scissors  
From: Garrett Wade Customer Service

We are delighted that you have purchased this extraordinary tool, and trust it will give you many, many years of fine service. Tools like these, which require such special care in the making, are increasingly rare today as the European artisans do not have the chance to pass on their skills to a new generation. We were very happy, therefore, to find them for our customers.

Because at first glance it may seem a bit "tricky" to do safely, we thought that a special note on the best technique in closing them would be helpful to you. The right approach to closing them is as follows:

- Close the scissors completely so that the tips are in line.
- Holding the tips together with one hand, take your other hand and fold up one of the handles so that it is in line with the closed tips.
- Switch hands and then close the other handle. Finally slide the now completely folded scissor back into its case for safekeeping.
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For further assistance, call the Garrett Wade Technical Department at 800 221 2942, or email us at mail@garrettwade.com